
BOOK OF 2 CORINTHIANS
EXHORTATIONS REGARDING RELATIONSHIPS

2 CORINTHIANS 6:11-18

A happy life and good relationships go hand in hand. People who find
fulfillment and satisfaction in life have learned how to get along with other
people.

So, what is it that contributes to a person having good relationships? In our
passage this evening we'll examine some important principles in forging good
relationships. But first, let's take a little time to review:

Paul was a person who knew that relationships have both positive and negative
aspects. In opening his letter, he explains himself in an attempt to clear up
some negatives in his relationship with the Corinthians. 

He addressed the problem of a lack of understanding (2 Cor. 1:13 —14), the
problem of others accusing him of vacillating and talking out of both sides of
his mouth (vv. 17-18), and the problem of being suspected of wielding
dictatorial control (vv. 23-24).

Later in the letter, beginning at 2:14 and going to 6:10, Paul speaks about an
effective ministry. And just as there are two sides to relationships, so there are
two sides to ministry—a bright side and a dark side (6:8-10).

6:11
Regarding those relationships in his ministry, Paul reminds the Corinthians
that he has been straight forward and honest with them.

Literally, he says "our mouth is open to you" and "our heart is opened wide."
He has been open and vulnerable to them. And how have they responded?
They have withdrawn.

6:12
The term “straitened” means “hemmed  in closely or cramped”. 
The term “bowels” is speaking of  "emotions".  It literally speaks of  the heart,
liver, and lungs. In ancient days, it was believed that the emotions emanated
from these organs because that is where we “feel” the emotions. 
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6:13
Paul is saying that all the past emotions in their relationship have been
one-sided.  Paul was doing all the giving in the relationship.  Now he urges a
reversal on their part.

A successful relationship can never be a one-way street, can it?  The emotional
traffic must travel both ways—This isn’t anything deep or mysterious here. 

He speaks to the Corinthians "as to my children." He puts his message within
their reach!   He’s saying: "Hey, we opened up to you; now you open up to us."

Have you ever hugged someone who didn't hug back?  Ever kissed someone
who didn't kiss back?  Ever tried to talk with a person who avoided
conversation by just giving weak one-word answers or non-verbal responses?  

Those kinds of responses tell you that the person doesn't want a close
relationship.  When is it right to be free and open with another person? 
When the person you're free and open with is free and open with you! 
There must be both give and take!  

6:14
But on the heels of his admonition to be free and vulnerable, Paul talks about
holding back.  There are times when it is appropriate to hold back—that’s   
when it is actually wrong to bond with another person!

The first part of this verse speaks of such a case.

Notice that this is not a prohibition against associations or friendships with
unbelievers.   Remember what Paul said in 1 Corinthians 5:9-10 about this.
1 Corinthians 5:9-10   9 “I wrote unto you in an epistle not to company with
fornicators: 10  Yet not altogether with the fornicators of this world, or with
the covetous, or extortioners, or with idolaters; for then must ye needs go out
of the world.” 
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Nor is Paul referring to a marriage already established in which one person has
become a Christian. He dispels that notion in 1 Corinthians 7:13-15.
1 Corinthians 7:13-15   13 “And the woman which hath an husband that
believeth not, and if he be pleased to dwell with her, let her not leave him. 
14  For the unbelieving husband is sanctified by the wife, and the unbelieving
wife is sanctified by the husband: else were your children unclean; but now
are they holy. 15  But if the unbelieving depart, let him depart. A brother or a
sister is not under bondage in such cases: but God hath called us to peace.” 

The words "unequally yoked," is an agricultural metaphor. In Deuteronomy
22:10, the Jews were instructed not to yoke an ox and a donkey together for
plowing.  This passage emphasizes a working relationship. 

In both occupational and marital relationships, becoming yoked in a
partnership with an unbeliever is not wise and so Paul gives this admonition. 

This raises an important question: How close do two people have to be to form
a bond?    Look at 2 Corinthians 6:14b-16a to find the answer.

6:14b-16a
Underscore the words fellowship, communion, concord, part, and agreement.

fellowship = participation
communion = partnership or participation
concord = accordance or harmony
part = portion, share, or participation
agreement =  a deposition (of sentiment) in company with, that is,

accord with

Any agreement or partnership or fellowship that you have with an unbeliever
that might jeopardize your Christian walk or your witness should be avoided!

In these verses, we see that there are five crucial questions, each stressing the
incompatibility of a Christian with a non-Christian. The point of each question
is that real intimacy and real freedom cannot be experienced in an unequally
yoked relationship.  
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Certain people, like certain species of animals, are essentially distinct and
fundamentally incompatible and therefore not meant to be brought together in
a binding partnership. 

To put the purity of the Christian and the pollution of the pagan in a double
harness breeds confusion and creates an environment in which convictions can
be easily broken down.  

6:16b-18
The main reason we shouldn't become unequally yoked with an unbeliever is
that we are the temple of the living God!  As such:

1. We belong to Him, 
2. We serve Him, 
3. We model Him, and 
4. We represent Him. 

The Christian represents spiritual harmony (v. 16b), personal purity (v. 17),
and familial intimacy (v. 18).

When is it wrong to be bound: when the other person is already in
bondage—to a lifestyle you can't condone, to a philosophy you disagree with,
or to values you stand against!

Are There Some Safe Guidelines For Us To Follow?
1. Unless there is an emotional bond, we cannot be free in a relationship.

Where there is restraint in your relationships—bonding cannot take
place. You can be friends with those people, but only on the surface.
You can't form deep relationships without both give and take in
relationships!

2. Unless there is spiritual freedom, we dare not be bound in a
partnership. Unless there is mutual agreement on certain spiritual
values and goals, it will be like yoking an ox and a donkey together.
They will always be out of step with each other. And chances are, the
row they plow together is going to turn out crooked.
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